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AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN R. LINDSAY

The undersigned, being duly sworn, states as follows.
1.

I am employed by Verizon as a Staff Consultant - Network Engineering

with responsibility for the negotiation and administration of joint use contracts with
electric power companies, competitive local exchange carriers, cable TV companies,
railroads, and governmental entities in the states of Florida, North Carolina, and South
Carolina, My background in the telephone industry spans 26 years. I have worked as a
cable splicer and an outside plant construction supervisor, and have held various other
positions in outside plant engineering, most recently as a staff consultant negotiating
joint use contracts. I was a Director on the Oregon Joint Use Association (OJUA) in
2005-06 prior to coming to Florida. I represented both Verizon and the OJUA in the
Oregon joint use workshops and Commission formal and informal hearings concerning
safety and joint use rule making. I have a Bachelors degree in Business Management

CMP . L mNova University in Florida.
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Verizon Florida Inc. (“Verizon”) owns 107,863 poles in Florida, about
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29,632 of which bear electric utility attachments. Verizon attaches to approximately
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a1,OOO electric utility poles in Florida, almost four times the number of poles that it
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I n s . In addition, Veriton’s affiliates, MClmetro Access Transmission Services LLC
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d/b/a Verizon Access Transmission Services and MCI Communications Services, Inc.,
are attached to approximately 3,000 power poles under separate agreements.
3,

Verizon actively maintains its network and invests heavily to ensure

network reliability. A substantial portion of Verizon’s Florida network already has been
placed underground and through its FiOS project, Verizon is aggressively spending
hundreds of millions of dollars to install its new, storm-hardened, fiber network, 99.9% of
which is underground. This new passive optical (PON) network is virtually impervious to
storm damage, flooding, and lightening strikes, and improves the survivability and
recovery of the network. Unlike copper networks, a PON network does not employ live
electronic signals, instead, fiber emits refracted light waves from point A to point

B.

Moreover, there are significant operational benefits with fiber that enables faster
recovery and restoration. Verizon has passed 600,000 Florida households to date and
has placed more than 26 million feet of fiber in the state. Verizon has made a $550
million investment in Florida so far and the project is moving ahead full speed. As the
FiOS project is further deployed, it is Verizon’s intention to migrate existing customers
served by copper facilities to fiber facilities.
4.

Proposed Rule 25-6.0343threatens significant harm to Verizon, both

financially and operationally. Below I address three of the potential problems that
implementation of these rules could pose.

5.

First, proposed Rule 25-6.0343, as drafted, could lead to dramatically

increased costs for pole attachers. For example, if electric utilities increase the number
of poles in service, move their facilities to new poles or relocate facilities underground,
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third-party attachers will be affected.’ Not only must they pay engineering and transfer
expenses when poles are added or replaced with stronger poles, but under their joint
use agreements they may be required to pay increased attachment fees.* And when an
electric utility elects to move or relocate facilities Verizon may have to pay to acquire the
abandoned facilities and pay for easement rights. While the proposed rules provide for
the compensation of the electric utilities making these changes, they do not provide for
the compensation of third-party attachers, and the electric utilities would have no
incentive to take the carriers’ costs into account.
6,

Appendix 1 to my affidavit projects estimated costs associated with

proposed storm hardening requirement^.^ Assuming that Verizon is required to place
10% more poles in its network to comply with the electric companies’ yet-to-be-defined

standards, the additional cost experienced during the first year after installation would
be approximately $20 million, most of which would be from one-time engineering and
transfer costs.

This figure assumes an increase to attachment fees, which would

continue after the first year, raising Verizon’s costs further still. Making another equally
valid assumption that 50% more poles would be r e q ~ i r e d Verizon’s
,~
first-year cost
would be $100 million.
7.

The

relocation of aerial facilities underground brings additional

complexities and costs to the forefront that affect industry participants as well as
customers. For example, Verizon participated in a multiple-phase project to investigate
1

Proposed Rule 256.0343(1)(e), which concerns extreme wind loading and is discussed in the Affidavit
of Dr. Lawrence M. Slavin, could have this kind of cost impact, by resulting in an increased number of
p e s to shorten span lengths or an increase in pole sizes.
Whether Verizon must pay electric utilities additional attachment fees in a particular case will depend on
the applicable joint use agreement.
The number of poles used represents 4% budgeted over actual number of poles placed.
This assumption becomes more probable when the extreme wind loading standards addressed in
proposed Rule 256.G343(1)(e) are taken into account.
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the feasibility of converting overhead utilities to underground facilities on Davis Islands
located in Tampa, Florida. The project identified several benefits, including disaster
preparedness and recovery. Verizon estimated that it would cost approximately $10
million or $4,000 per household to relocate its facilities in a scenario that included close
coordination and cooperation with other utilities.

The effort made it clear that

undergrounding brings physical and legal complexities, including damage and
disruptions caused by excavation, high costs associated with relocation, cost recovery
issues, right-of-way issues, and negotiation of easements.

8,

Second, proposed Rule 25-6.0343threatens to divert Verizon’s resources

from its capital-intensive FiOS project, which Verizon is rolling out to meet the heated
competition it faces in its Florida market. FiOS brings fiber to customers’ homes,
providing them with telephone, broadband and television services, and enabling Verizon
to compete head to head with cable companies and other service providers. To the

extent Verizon is forced to expend resources coordinating with electric utilities’ projects
undertaken under the proposed rules, the FiOS rollout will be impeded, to the detriment

of Florida consumers.
9

Third, if Rule 25-6.0343 were adopted as currently proposed, Verizon

would have to comply with the construction and maintenance standards set by the
electric utilities. Because these new standards may differ from the existing, uniform
national NESC standards, they could require Verizon to upgrade or rearrange its
attachments to electric utility facilities, or even to remove them. To the extent new
standards are imposed on Verizon through the proposed rule, they may also conflict
with Verizon’s joint use and license agreements that govern Verizon’s attachments to
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electric facilities. Among other things, the new standards could dramatically affect

Verizon’s rental rates (depending of t h e terms of applicable joint use agreements) and
impose additional financial and operational burdens that are not contemplated under the
existing contracts.
IO.

Verizon’s pole attachment

rates are already increasing at an alarming rate

and proposed Rule 25-6.0343 as currently drafted would accelerate this pace. Fforida
pole attachments rates are the highest of any other operating company in the Veriron

West (former GTE) foot print. As an example, Verizon received a proposed attachment
rate increase of 21% covering 2005 to 2006 from one electric utitity. This proposed

increase equals $781,986 per year. The reason cited far the larger than anticipated
increase is t h e utility’s rising pole and maintenance costs, including costs from the 2004
storm season not recoverable from its rate payers. This utility also indicated that as a

result of Florida legislation additional improvements will be made and Cost5 will be
reflected for t h e first time in the 2006 FERC data used to calculate charges.
Further Affiant sayeth naught.
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Steven R. Lindsay

Subscribed and swom to before me this
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MY commission expires:
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